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Study Points to Need for Gulf Coast Oil Export Capacity
A recent University of Houston white paper points out that it's not enough just to pipe more Permian Basin oil to the Gulf
Coast to ensure that production in the prolific basin remains profitable: sufficient export capac [...]
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Industrial Info Tracks More Than $616 Billion in Active Refining
Projects
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Industrial Info is tracking more than $616 billion in active Refining Industry projects throughout the world, including more
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than $62.6 billion worth in North America. Asia, with more than $389 billion in active refining[...]
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AECOM's $49 Billion Slate Reflects North America's Growing Need for
Renewables, Power Lines
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Anyone seeking a quick run-down of North America's most in-demand engineering services only needs to look at
AECOM's (NYSE:ACM) (Los Angeles, California) growing list of projects. The engineering, procurement and constru [...]
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Cleveland-Cliffs Increases 2019 Capex Outlook as HBI Project Moves
Ahead of Schedule

::

Iron-ore-pellet producer Cleveland-Cliffs Incorporated (Cleveland, Ohio) has ramped up its capital expenditures (capex)
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outlook for this year by $95-$100 million as its new hot-briquetted iron (HBI) plant in Ohio is expe [...]
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Industrial Info to Present Webinar on Global Mining Project Spending
Want to know where the Mining sector is headed for the rest of this year and into 2020? Join Industrial Info for a
complimentary webinar on global Mining project spending, presented August 29 at 9 a.m. CDT (10 a.m. EDT)
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Upcoming Events
Industrial Info Resources is pleased to present our upcoming market outlook schedule focusing on our core industries.
Click below to learn more about upcoming events where Industrial Info will be hosting.
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Study Points to Need for Gulf Coast Oil Export Capacity
A recent University of Houston white paper points out that it's not enough just to pipe more Permian Basin oil to the Gulf Coast to ensure that production in the prolific
basin remains profitable: sufficient export capacity from Texas Gulf Coast ports and offshore terminals is crucial.
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The white paper, Opportunities and Challenges in the Permian, was published by the University of Houston (UH) and the UH Energy group One of the cited
challenges involves the timing of Gulf Coast oil terminal export projects.
The white paper notes that the Permian Basin became the world's highest producing field in April, producing 4.2 million barrels per day (BBUd). However, the report
continues, "There is no domestic U.S. customer for the incremental crude projected to come out of the Permian Basin," where production is expected to grow by 1
million barrels per day (BBUd) to about 7 million barrels in 2022.
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"U.S. refineries have all the light crude they need from current domestic suppliers and Gulf Coast refineries have not imported significant quantities of light crude
since 2015. As a result, most of the 4 million (BBUd) of incremental crude coming out of the Permian Basin will have to be exported," the report says.
In addition, the Permian and the supply chain for domestic refined products are increasingly being consolidated by major players such as Exxon Mobil Corporation
(NYSEXOM) (Irving, Texas), Chevron Corporation (NYSE:CVX) (San Ramon, California) BP Pie, (NYSE:BP) (London, England) and Royal Dutch Shell (NYSE ROS
A) (The Hague, Netherlands) T his, in turn, is putting pressure on independent producers to export their crude oil, according to the white paper.
However, the independent producers "are relatively inexperienced with exporting and likely to face challenges in the absence of appropriate intermediaries stepping
in to the market If the issue of building export capabilities is not addressed by the independent producers, they could become targets for acquisition "
On top of this, according to the white paper, there is "significant uncertainty" regarding the timing of Texas Gulf Coast export ports and port expansions, especially the
i
planned expansion of the Port of Corpus Christi. For related informat on, see March 14, 2019, article - Crude Oil Export Terminals Spring Up as U.S. Shipments
Grow.
Since the U.S. began exporting crude over the last four years, the white paper says, "the landscape for crude exports has changed remarkably and has overcome
various bottlenecks. Nonetheless, logistics, scheduling, and planning remain crucial for the industry."
To deal with increased exports and resulting traffic congestion, a number of deepwater Gulf terminals have been proposed off the coast of Freeport, Texas City,
Corpus Christi, Brownsville in Texas, as well as in Louisiana. The terminals would accommodate fully loaded very large crude carriers (VLCCs), the report notes.
Recommendations also have been made to expand the Corpus Christi harbor channel to handle VLCCs.
Corpus Christi is expected to become the U.S.' top crude oil export hub over the next decade, according to Wood Mackenzie's (Edinburgh, Scotland} North America
Crude Markets Service. Crude oil production volumes in the Lower 48 states are expected to rise by 4 million BBUd over the next five years More than 2 million
BBUd of pipeline capacity between the Permian Basin and Corpus Christi is under construction and is due to come online within the near future, according to the
research and consultancy firm. The Corpus Christi region is expected to account for 56% of U.S. crude shipments abroad.

If all of the planned expansions are launched on schedule, then the terminal and port capacity would be enough to handle the additional Permian crude coming to
Corpus Christi, according to the white paper. However, the industry can expect to see more congestion at ports along the Gulf Coast if there are delays.
In March, the Port of Corpus Christi Commission approved a 50-year lease agreement with Lone Star Ports, a joint venture between the Carlyle Group
(NASDAQ CG) (Washington, D.C.) and the Berry Group (Wichita, Kansas), for about 200 acres on Harbor Island to develop the estimated $1 billion petroleum export
terminal. Completion is planned for late 2020. For more information, see Industrial Info's project report and June 26, 2019, article - Texas' Nueces County Hosts More
than $2 Billion in Planned T hird -Quarter Project Kickoffs.
Planned Texas offshore crude oil export terminals being tracked by Industrial Info include among others:
• Enterprise Products Partners' $1.5 billion "SPOT" Crude Export Terminal; see project report
• Trafigura AG's $1.3 billion Texas Gulf Offshore Crude Export Terminal; see project report
• Jupiter Energy Group's $1 billion Jupiter Crude Upgrading Processing Export Terminal; see project report
Please enter any questions or suggestions below.
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Industrial Info Tracks More Than $616 Billion in Active Refining Projects
Industrial Info is tracking more than $616 billion in active Refining Industry projects throughout the world, including more than $62.6 billion worth in North America.
Asia, with more than $389 billion in active refining projects, leads the world in terms of both number and project value.
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Among the largest refining projects being tracked by Industrial Info are phases 1 and 2 of Rongsheng Petrochemical Company Limited's grassroot refining complex
in Zhoushan, China. Construction on Phase 1 began in late 2016 and is expected to be completed later this year The first phase establishes a 400,000-barrel-per
day (BBUd) refinery that will process light and heavy crude oil to Euro-V standards, which lower sulfur content to 10 parts per million. Phase 2 is expected to kick off
later this year and will provide an additional 400,000 BBUd of capacity to produce naphtha, diesel, gasoline and kerosene. That phase is expected to be completed
by the end of 2021. For more information, see Industrial Info's project reports on Phase 1 and Phase 2.
While most grassroot refining projects in the U.S. have come to a standstill, Industrial Info is tracking several addition and expansion projects there. Most prominently,
Exxon Mobil Corporation (NYSE:XOM) (ExxonMobil) (Irving, Texas) is expanding its refinery in Beaumont, Texas. The $2 billion project will increase the capacity of
the 344,000-BBUd facility by 250,000 BBUd by adding a third crude unit as well as a kerosene hydrotreater, diesel hydrotreater and benzene recovery unit Site
preparation began earlier this year, and the project is expected to be completed in the first half of 2022. For more information, see Industrial Info's project report.
In the U.S. Virgin Islands, a joint venture of Arc light Capital Holdings LLC (Boston, Massachusetts) and Free Point Commodities LLC (Stamford, Connecticut) is
underway with a restart of the refinery on Saint Croix, which was mothballed in 2012. The project entails reopening select portions of the refinery, including the crude
unit, two naphtha hydrotreaters, two distillate hydrotreaters, sulfur recovery units and other units. The refinery will process 200,000 BBUd of primarily light, sweet
crude to produce low-sulfur diesel and gasoline. The project began late last year and is expected to take about a year to complete For more information, see
Industrial Info's project report.
The growing Refining Industry of Africa gives it the second-place position in terms of overall project value. While Nigeria takes the lion's share of planned investment,
many of these projects are classified as having a low probability of being constructed as planned. With nearly $12 billion in planned refining projects, Egypt ranks
second. Among the country's biggest projects is the grassroot Mostorod Refinery near Cairo. Construction began in 2014 and is expected to be completed soon.
Click here for a list of associated projects, which include a sulfur recovery complex, naphtha hydrotreater, diesel hydrotreater and others.
Most of Europe's refining activity is in Northern Europe In the U.K., ExxonMobil will add a diesel hydrofiner as part of a larger upgrade project at the Fawley Refinery
in Southampton The 38,000-BBUd unit will be supported by a new hydrogen plant The project is expected to kick off this year and be completed in early 2021. For
more information, see Industrial Info's project reports on the hydrofiner and hydrogen plant, and May 7, 2019, article - ExxonMobil Pumping $1 Billion into U.K.
Refinery.
Please enter any questions or suggestions below.
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AECOM's $49 Billion Slate Reflects North America's Growing Need for Renewables,
Power Lines
Anyone seeking a quick run-down of North America's most in-demand engineering services only needs to look at AECOM's (NYSE:ACM) (Los Angeles, California)
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+

growing list of projects The engineering, procurement and construction firm is at work on, or preparing to kick off, growth projects in some of the busiest places for
renewable and transmission development. Industrial Info is tracking nearly $49 billion in active projects involving AECOM, $38 billion of which can be found in the
U.S. or Canada.

Top 10 U.S. and Canadian States/Provinces for AECOM Projects
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Although AECOM decided last year to exit the construction business for natural gas-fired, combined-eycle (NGCC) plants, renewable energy counts for a significant
chunk of the company's project portfolio AECOM is the project manager for NextEra Energy lncorporated's (NYSE:NEE) (Juno Beach, Florida) Emmons-Logan
Windfarm in Linton, North Dakota, which began construction earlier this summer. The facility will use 133 wind turbine generators from General Electric
(NYSE:GE) to generate 300 megawatts (MW). Completion is expected in early 2020. For more information, see Industrial Info's project report.
Most of AECOM's renewable-generation projects are in Europe, but California is home to one of its solar plants: Clean Focus Renewables lncorporated's (Sunnyvale,
California) Rugged Solar Plant in San Diego, which is designed to generate 80 MW from photovoltaic panels. The project is seeking necessary permits, and
currently is scheduled to wrap up late next year. For more information, see Industrial Info's project report.
The Rocky Mountain region is seeing demand skyrocket for new and refurbished electricity-transmission projects. Rocky Mountain Power (Salt Lake City, Utah), a
division of PacifiCorp (Portland, Oregon), is working with Idaho Power Company (Boise, Idaho) on the massive Gateway West Transmission Line project, which is
designed to carry electricity, including that from windfarms, about 1,000 miles from generation-heavy Wyoming to areas across southern Idaho.
AECOM is among the consultants on the Gateway West project, which is seeking necessary permits Proposed elements of the project include:
• a transmission line segment from Jerome County to Owyhee County, Idaho, running about 132 miles; see project report
• an expansion of the Hemingway Substation in Owyhee County, to accommodate the Jerome-to-Owyhee segment; see project report
• a transmission line segment from Jerome County to near Twin Falls, Idaho, running about 34 miles; see project report
• an expansion of the Populus Substation in Downey, Idaho; see project report
• an expansion of the Borah Substation in American Falls, Idaho; see project report
The Gateway West project is a key element in Rocky Mountain Power's Energy Vision 2020 initiative, which seeks to harness the region's renewable resources into a
stronger, more efficient power grid. Other major components include three new windfarms in Wyoming with a total output of 1,150 MW, which will expand PacifiCorp's
wind-generation fleet by about 60%. The transmission line to be constructed by AECOM is designed to deliver 1,500 MW, which the companies say will supply power
to 975,000 homes.
PJM Interconnection, which manages the power grid for much of the eastern U.S., is proposing the Independence Energy Connection project, which would
construct power lines to cover roughly 45 miles in Pennsylvania and Maryland. Permits are being sought for a 20-mile line segment from Airville County,
Pennsylvania, to Pylesville, Maryland; a 27-mile segment from Smithsburg, Maryland, to Orrtanna, Pennsylvania; and a 16-mile segment from White Hall,
Maryland, to Lower Chanceford Township, Pennsylvania PJM also is planning to construct the Rice Substation in Orrtanna, Pennsylvania, and the Furnace
Run Substation in Airville County, Pennsylvania
Transource Energy, a subsidiary of American Electric Power (NYSE:AEP) (Columbus, Ohio), which was hired by PJM Interconnection to construct the project, says
customers will benefit from $860 million in "congestion savings," but it remains unclear how much of the project's cost will be carried by ratepayers. The Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission had scheduled evidentiary hearings in Harrisburg for the Independence project this week, but recently delayed them until early October,
according to Pennsylvania newspaper Waynesboro Record Herald.
AECOM is serving as environmental consultant on all major phases of the Independence Energy Connection project. For more information, see Industrial Info's
project reports on the Airville-to-Pylesville segment, the Smithsburg-to-Orrtanna segment, the White Hall-to-Lower Chanceford Township segment, the Rice
Substation, and the Furnace Run Substation.
In Canada, AECOM is at work on a series of natural gas pipelines for Enbridge Incorporated (NYSE:ENB) (Calgary, Alberta) across Ontario, including the Kingsville
Transmission Reinforcement Pipeline, which is designed to address growing demand in Essex County (which borders Detroit, Michigan) and surrounding areas.
Construction began in May on the 12-mile pipeline from Lakeshore, Ontario, which will carry 75 million standard cubic feet per day, and a compressor station in
Kingsville Both are set to wrap up toward the end of the year. For more information, see Industrial Info's project reports on the pipeline and station.
AECOM picked up $3.4 billion worth of contract wins in its fiscal third quarter, bringing its year-to-date wins to $21.2 billion and its total project backlog to about $59
billion.
Please enter any questions or suggestions below.
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Cleveland-Cliffs Increases 2019 Capex Outlook as HBI Project Moves Ahead of
Schedule
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Iron-ore-pellet producer Cleveland-Cliffs Incorporated (Cleveland, Ohio) has ramped up its capital expenditures (capex) outlook for this year by $95-$100 million as
its new hot-briquetted iron (HBI) plant in Ohio is expected to reach commercial production ahead of schedule. Industrial Info is tracking four active Cleveland-Cliffs
projects worth $1.31 billion.
Lourenco Goncalves, Cleveland-Cliffs' outspoken chief executive officer, gave a project update during the company's recent second-quarter earnings conference call.

Join our social networks!

The company recently completed an expansion project at its 6 million-ton-per-year North Shore Mining taconite ore processing plant in Silver Bay, Minnesota.
Cleveland-Cliffs invested in upgrading the concentrator building, a new scavenger building, new conveyor systems, a limestone tank and a steam-generating plant to
support large-scale, direct-reduced (DR)-grade iron ore pellets

Published By

Northshore Mining will be the only U.S.-based iron ore processing facility to produce low silica DR-grade pellets, according to the company For more information,
see Industrial Info's project report
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� Resources

Northshore Mining will be the only U.S.-based iron ore processing facility to produce low silica DR-grade pellets, according to the company For more information,
see Industrial Info's project report
Industrial Info is tracking more than $14 billion in ORI-related project activity across the globe. See graph below
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"With the conclusion of our Northshore upgrade project in the second quarter, and the initial production of DR-grade pellets ahead of schedule, we were also able to
push the conclusion of our Toledo HBla€:construction to an earlier startup," Goncalves told industry analysts "With that, we are now aiming to start commercial
production of HBI no later than June of 2020a€:two months ahead of the original schedule."
Due to the advanced construction timeline, Cleveland-Cliffs allocated a portion of its budgeted contingency for the project this year, with no change to the project's
base budget. Cleveland-Cliffs' total planned capex for 2019 was revised to $650-$700 million, up from its earlier guidance of $555 million.
Groundbreaking for the new HBI plant took place in April 2018. Located in the Port of Toledo, the plant will produce 1.6 million metric tons per year of HBI for EAF
steelmakers in the Great Lakes region HBI is a compacted and more easily transported form of DRL Cleveland-Cliffs estimates the Great Lakes market at 3 million
metric tons per year. That market has been supplied by imported commercial-grade pig iron and HBI, according to the company.
Goncalves said he expects the HBI plant will reach nameplate capacity in 2021.
First, however, "We're going to do a lot of trials with the clients that we continue to discuss with. The clients will progressively fall in love with the product" Goncalves
said, adding the clients will then "get rid of pig iron from Russia, pig iron from Ukrainea€:so we can't wait to take these guys out of their market very quickly."
For more information on the HBI plant, see Industrial Info's project report.
Cleveland-Cliffs reported net income of $161 million for second-quarter 2019, compared with $165 million in the same quarter of 2018. Consolidated revenues were
$743 million, a 4% increase from a year earlier. T he company still expects to produce and sell 20 million long tons of ORI this year.
Please enter any questions or suggestions below.
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Industrial Info to Present Webinar on Global Mining Project Spending
Want to know where the Mining sector is headed for the rest of this year and into 2020? Join Industrial Info for a complimentary webinar on global Mining project
spending, presented August 29 at 9 a.m. CDT (10 a.m. EDT)
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Join Joe Govreau, Industrial Info's vice president of Metals & Minerals Industry research, and Shaheen Chohan, vice president of Global Analytics, as they discuss
important topics in sector. Learn from these experts about the key trends that will drive project spending in the Global Mining Industry for 2019 and 2020, including
analysis by commodity and geographic region.
Some topics will include:
• Geographic analysis of mine project spending for 2019 and comparison to previous years
• Commodity discussions on coal, base metals and precious metals, as well as trending minerals, including lithium, cobalt and frac sand
• Mining industry project spending trends, including automation and technology improvements
• Impact of U.S. tariffs/trade war on U.S. and global markets
Join us as our experts discuss these and other topics in this informative webinar. Make sure to RSVP today!
Please enter any questions or suggestions below.
Questions/Suggestions:
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Upcoming Events
Industrial Info Resources is pleased to present our upcoming market outlook schedule focusing on our core industries. Don't miss these live and on line opportunities
to obtain insight into global market trends for the coming year and access valuable information from IIR's industry experts
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T hursday, 29th August

2019-2020 Global Mining Project Spending Webinar
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Time: 7:00 AM (PDT), 9:00 AM (CDT), 10:00 AM (EDT)
RSVP Now-
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